HAPPY HOUR
DAILY 11A-7P
&
ALL DAY SUNDAY

KITCHEN
OPEN MON-SAT
11A-2P & 7P-1A

Karaoke Sun, Mon, & Wed Night
Every Tuesday Night: Chris Lopez

www.Brookspub.biz

September ENTERTAINMENT
FRI 1st Charlie Bravo
FRI 8th Dark City
FRI 15th Collateral Damage
FRI 22nd Prototype
FRI 29th RAD
Please come say Happy Birthday to
Justin on the 15th and Markie on the 21st.
Look for details on all events.

Daily Drink Specials Everyday! Ask one
of our beautiful bartenders for details.

LIVE MUSIC FRIDAY & SATURDAY

SEPTEMBER MUSIC FEATURES:
9/1
9/2
9/8
9/15

Collateral Damage
Spitfire
Texas Two Lane
Texas T
and the Shine Runner
9/16 Texas Alley Katz

9/22
9/23
9/28
9/29
9/30

Broken Arrowz
Whiskey Bliss
Blooz Burnerz Bike Night
Sideline Rookies
Colby Albright
and the Shotgun Boys

6 LARGE COLOR TV’S
AND LARGE PROJECTION

LARGE COVERED
SCREENED IN PATIO

2 POOL TABLES

SWEEPSTAKES

2 DART MACHINES

POKER EVERY SUNDAY @ 3P

210-368-2264
Find us on Facebook @ tworiverstavern

Great country music in September

Appearing live on our big outdoor patio!
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Sept 3
12:30-3:30 Back Porch Pickers
4:30-7:30 Brent Ryan

Sept 17
12:30-3:30 Garrett Simon
4:30-7:30 Mario Flores

Sept 10
12:30-3:30 Conrad Gonzalez
4:30-7:30 Buddy Vargas

Sept 24
12:30-3:30 Meyer Anderson
4:30-7:30 Todd Dorn
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It’s okay, Margaret, Tex Pop
dream is still in good hands
The South Texas Museum of Popular Culture
(commonly known as Tex
Pop) on Mulberry Avenue
is in good hands, despite
the recent death of
founder Margaret Moser.
Meet 35-year-old Ruby
Garza, the new Tex Pop
director and Planet K executive who has been involved with the popular
music/art/archives showcase since its inception
five years ago.
“I feel honored and
humbled to have this responsibility in my lap,” said
Garza, a Robert E. Lee
High School graduate,
cancer survivor, and long-

time Planet K employee
who started as a store
clerk 17 years ago at the
Planet K location on Goliad Road. “I want to keep
the dream alive and growing.”
Ruby Garza, who was
18 when she started working at Planet K, is assuming the Tex Pop leadership
role as founder and visionary Margaret Moser finally
succumed to the terminal
colon cancer that had
been sapping her strength
and ravishing her body.
“I loved Margaret,” said
Ruby. “She was my wonderful, brave kindred spirit.
We both went to Robert E.

The late Margaret Moser

Lee High School, we have
both been hit with cancer,
and we both loved music
and the arts. I feel that I
have been chosen to carry
her dream to where ever it
leads me.”
The bond between
these two women was
shared and nurtured by
the man who made it all
possible in the first place,
Planet K owner Mike
Kleinman, a quiet benefactor who has unselfishly
donated time, money,
building space, and inspiration for the burgeoning
art museum and music
hall we call Tex Pop.
When Margaret Moser
left Austin to return to her
hometown of San Antonio,
she told friend Mike Kleinman of her desire to open
a San Antonio counterpart
to South Austin’s Popular
Culture Center, known as
South Pop.
Mike Kleinman had
provided
space
for
Austin’s unique culture
center, and he was ready
and willing to do a repeat
in San Antonio.
Kleinman, owner of the
novelty and gift shop chain
with headquarters in
Austin, told Moser he had
just the place for her, a
space on Mulberry Avenue at Broadway between the Planet K store
there and an ice house
grocery store on the
block’s corner.

So Tex Pop was born,
at first with Moser acting
as founder while Michael
Ann Coker served as director and manager with
assistance from both Jeff
Smith and Chris Casseb.
“I was there from the
start,” said Garza. “Walls
were coming down and
old sheet rock dust was
everywhere. It was exciting to see Tex Pop take
shape.”
In recent developments, Margaret Moser
parted company with
Coker,
Smith,
and
Casseb, leaving Tex Pop
with benefactor Kleinman
and the ailing Moser.
It was a no-brainer for
Kleinman, for he already
had a ready-made Tex
Pop staff in Planet K veteran employees Ruby
Garza, April Dawn Ceja,
and Traysee Mashelle.
“April is the new Tex
Pop art director,” Ruby
said. “I have known her
since kindergarten. Traysee is the administrator
who handles everything
computer related. I have a
personal art collection,
and I have an extensive
background in promotion
and event organization. I
have been events coordi-

Tex Pop director Ruby Garza
nator and liaison to all
Planet K charities over the
past 10 years, and this includes our giant fireworks
display every November 2
at Woodlawn Lake.”
Garza will not dwell on
the developments which
saw the Tex Pop falling out
between Margaret Moser
and MIchael Ann Coker.
“I love both women,”
Ruby said. “I just want to
do what is right for Tex
Pop.”
Ruby says she wants to
broaden the scope Tex
Pop covers, bringing in
more exhibits and a wide
range of live music with no
established genre prefer-

ence.
“I will be open to anything--rock, punk, country,
blues, jazz, and whatever
else might come our way,”
Garza said. “We will be
open to renting space for
all sorts of cultural exhibits. Things like our recent tattoo expo honoring
Honest Charlie Potter and
the late Bobby Shaw. April
and I can be found at Tex
Pop on most weekdays
now, but the plan is to
have the venue open at
least five days a week,
Tuesday through Saturday
and from 11 a.m. until 4
p.m.. In the past we have
Continued on pg. 14

651-4541
4810 FM 1518 N.
1/4 MILE EAST
OFF IH35
HOURS:

7 DAYS
A
WEEK
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Ruby Garza with Tex Pop administrator Traysee
Mashelle (left) and art director April Dawn Ceja.
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This may be the weakest, most inconsequential, vapid, and uninteresting column I have written in
my entire journalistic life. In basic country boy terms, I
am saying that most people probably wouldn’t give a
shit about this piece one way or another.
With all of that said, I have served fair warning
to those who use Action Magazine for anything other
than lining the bird cage floor and wrapping water pipes
in wintertime.
So here goes.
It has been 8 months now since I hit the pavement in front of the Broken Stone Pizza Company in
Boerne.
With my 5-foot-wife trailing behind, I was
headed for my truck when the unthinkable happened. My right leg and hip suddenly turned to jello.
I went down like a sack of hog fertilizer.
Embarrassing ain’t the word for it.
Here was the celebrated football team wide receiver and district high jump champion of a Junction,
Texas high school track and field team who was rolling
on the asphalt like a gut-shot ringtail.
My wife Sharon was aghast at first. But her
composure began to return when she heard my foulmouthed response to the tumble. Cussing is one of my
major character defects, so she knew I wasn’t dying because I could still cuss.
Others leaving the pizza joint were in a state of
bewilderment, many having thought at the outset that I
had suffered a heart attack or stroke. But these people
were soon to drift away to their respective vehicles in
disinterest or perhaps disgust as I managed to stand
with Sharon’s help. Still cussin.
“Out of the way, folks, I’m okay.”
Two more steps toward the truck and down I
went again.
My right leg felt like a spaghetti noodle.
It was all me and Sharon then, and she
somehow managed to drag me into the truck.
Back in our Bulverde home that night, the pain
began to attack my right leg and lower back like a pack
of hungry coyotes. It was enough to make a grown man
cry and that’s what I did. This went on for several days
until I finally agreed to see the doctor.
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The doctor prescribed pain medication and
sent me home. Two more days of wall-climbing torture,
and we were off to Baptist Imaging, a hospital X-ray
clinic.
I have ascribed to and accepted the longstanding allowance that the aging factor is not for pussies, but
this turned out to be more than a longevity ache or pain.
The X-rays showed bone deterioration and
displacement of vertebra which left me with a lower
backbone with little padding between the links. This
scrunching of bone was hitting nerves that were firing daggers and switchblades up through my lower
back, hip, and leg.
What caused it?
Years of heavy lifting with inattention to my
lower back area had resulted in the condition. It was obvious in the X-rays.
My doc turned me over to the Spring Branch
Rehab Center where the final determination was
reached.
I had two choices. 1. Major back surgery. 2. Or
a long term rehab and therapy program that would virtually turn me into a gym rat for the rest of my life.
The gluteus maximus muscles, known widely
as the “glutes,” were, in my case, basically gone. Chopping wood, running a log splitter and chainsaws, digging
post holes, and lifting boulders as I have done for years,
does nothing for the glutes, or butt muscles. And sitting
on my ass in front of a computer did nothing to help the
situation.
The experts put it thusly:
The glutes are your body's largest and most
powerful muscle group. They contract to move your
hips in every direction, powering you up, down, forward, backward, and side-to-side. And since they're
big, working them can increase your metabolic rate.
But spending so much time parked on your butt
has caused your glutes muscles to stop firing. They're
weak and undertrained, leaving you with a butt that's as
flat as the Great Plains.
In my case, it was a Popeye the Sailor condition--all uppers and little in the lowers. That’s why I now
spend hours weekly at the Boerne Y, riding a stationary

bike and pumping hard with leg press and curl machines.
Back during the late winter and early spring, I
was learning to walk again.
First it was on a little aluminum walker Sharon
bought for $10 at a thrift shop in Boerne.
“Never,” I hollered. “You will never see me on
that damn thing. That’s for cripples and old men.”
Then I heard the little voice of conscience and
reason.
Go look in the mirror, Big Bad Sam. You
couldn’t bust your way out of a wet paper sack, and
your glutes look worse than old lady baboon titties.
You will either pump the YMCA iron or your wife will
be pushing you around in a wheelchair.
I know that pride is the first of the seven deadly
sins enumerated in the Bible, and I have long been
aware of the admonishment that pride always goes before the fall.
So I hobbled out into the world on my $10 thrift
store walker with little left but a foul mouth and a burning
desire to somehow get back on my own two feet.
My poor wife endured and persevered as I
whined, cussed, cried, and even bad-mouthed the
medics.
“Ass muscles! Shit, who ever heard of such a
thing.” The first trained professional to put up with me
was Tracy at the Spring Branch Rehab Center. Tracy
was merciless-- punching, poking, stretching, and twisting.
And as I graduated to a walking cane instead
of a walker with wheels, it was Stacy who showed me
how to hobble about on the stick.
Tap, tap, shit! Tap, tap, shit!
I know I was the most profane and irasciblepatient Tracy ever worked with, but I followed her directions. I got off the cane and graduated to the Y
and the weights where I can now be found four or
five days a week. I am grateful for Stacy and God.
I’m not yet 100 percent, but I’m out running a
weed eater and getting ready for wood cutting and log
splitting for the winter. And all the while working on
those revived and reinvigorated glutes.

Action’s 42nd promises to be a blasteroo
By Sam Kindrick
With a new sound system, professional stage
management, and some
of the greatest music legends who ever lived, Action Magazine’s 42nd
Anniversary and Music

Extravaganza promises to
be the best ever.
Our star-studded lineup
will feature such legends
as Johnny Bush, Augie
Meyers, Darrell McCall,
and the clown prince of
country music, Richard

(Kinky) Friedman.
Mark your calender. We
are going to kick it all off at
high noon this October 1
on the big stage at Texas
Pride Barbecue, located
on South Loop 1604 near
Adkins.

Texas Pride owner and
co-sponsor of the show
Tony Talanco said, “
This show is a benefit
for a local musicians
benevolent fund. Tickets
are $15 at the gate, a bargain we hope everyone

can afford.
Show producer MoMar
Music is providing a world
class sound system and
stage management for the
event. MoMar president
Mike Marks says he will
donate four or five Corbin

Darell McCall

Johnny Bush

Kinky Friedman

Augie Meyers

acoustic guitars which will
be signed by the stars of
the show and then sold in
a live auction. The most
expensive of the instruments will be signed by 40
or 50 musicians.Marks is
Continued on pg. 13
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BEXAR BAIL
License
BONDS #145

102 S. COMAL #2, SATX 78207

13247 BANDERA RD, HELOTES, TX 78237 210-695-4941

NOW FEATURING LIVE MUSIC!
SEPTEMBER
BAND SCHEDULE

SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT

2
9
16
23
30

DAVE & DAWN
BONNIE LANG
EDEN BROOKE
MEYER/ANDERSON
EDEN BROOKE

Join Us

25% OFF Most Bonds

210-224-9915

1126 W. Commerce Street ● South of jail parking lot (under the over pass)

Victoria Embrey, Manager

Every Wednesday
Songwriters Night
hosted by
Amy Hermes

End of Summer Sale!

MAKE MY DAY LOUNGE

Corner of Perrin-Beitel & Thousand Oaks
Across from HEB

We are always open at 7:00 a.m. for our night shift patrons
THANK YOU DISCOUNTS FOR FIRST RESPONDERS

ALL STAR JAM ✸ 27TH YEAR
We open Sundays at 12:00 ◆ (210) 655-6367
FREE POPCORN, POOL AND WI-FI

Hosted by Mike Ellis, Jackie Huddle
and the Fabulous Funtones
Every Sunday at 9:30pm

KARAOKE WITH LARRY & MADONNA
Every Friday and Saturday at 9:30pm

KARAOKE WITH JOHN & KATHRYN
Every Thursday at 8:00pm

All kids boots
10% OFF

Ladies Corral boots
10% OFF

All western belts are
20% OFF
Mens Justin boots
$15 OFF
Mens Ariat boots
$10 OFF

All Stetson & Resistol
straw hats 10% OFF

www.cowtownboots.com
4522 Fredericksburg Road ● San Antonio, Texas ● 210.736.0990
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Paradise City
With a nod to the popular concept albums and
rock operas of the 1970s,
a new show called Paradise City aims to please
both music lovers of rock
eras gone by as well as
supporters of the local
arts who rally for outsidethe-box endeavors.

Ricky Hernandez
The project, written by
San Antonio music veterans Ricky Hernandez, Tito
Villalobos Moreno, and
Richard Rosen (of The
Magik Theatre), is bringing together some of the
best talent from the local
theater community as well
as top tier musicians and
singer/songwriters from
the burgeoning live music
scene. (It should be noted
while Rosen has been a
pioneer for children’s theater in San Antonio, this is
not a children’s show.)
San Antonio based nonprofit, The M.U.S.I.C. Project, will present the show
under it’s umbrella and
benefit from ticket sales,
as will a legacy scholarship named for one of the
show’s composers, Tito
Villalobos Moreno, available to eligible high school

graduates in Central
Texas who are seeking a
profession in the field of
Health Care/Social Services.
“We’ve been working
on the show on and off for
decades but over the last
18 months, it’s really come
center stage for us.” That’s
Ricky Hernandez, one of
the show’s creators and
producers. He’s also playing keyboards in the
house band.
“We wanted to create
something where the
songs would rock you on
their own individual merit,
but taken together would
bring you on this larger,
wild journey,” Hernandez
said.
The show’s story follows rock band “Jimmy
and The Heroes” as they
make their way to a
place called Paradise City
where crowds flock to
promises of freedom and
excess. But as stories
often teach us, not all that
glitters is gold and the
friends quickly learn that
the city is not what they
thought it would be.
One of the most exciting aspects of the new
show is the talent participating. The lead role will
be sung by piano-rocker
Lucas
Jack,
a
singer/songwriter whose
original material sounds
both fresh and pop-y, all
the while harkening legends like Billy Joel and
Elton John.
Though he won’t necessarily be tickling the
ivories for this show, his
power-house vocals will
carry the title role of
“Jimmy” all the way to Par-

adise City and back again.
Alongside Jack will be
Bekah Kelso, award-winning local singer/songwriter whose soulful grit is
sure to sizzle in the supporting role of “Jenny”.
Kelso & Jack have played
together many times in the
past, co-billing at local
venues and bringing down
the house with compelling
duet performances.
Another strong component of the show is their
incorporation of digital
projection, adding layers
of place, emotion, and action to each song. Kelso,
who is also one of the
show’s producers, shares
how excited they are to
have rising star Daniela
Riojas
(award-winning
photographer/artist and
lead singer Femina-X) on
board to create and produce the digital content.
“She’s one of the most
exciting people in the San
Antonio arts scene today
as far as I’m concerned,
so to have her vision underscoring the music is
just going to bring a whole
new dimension to the
show,” Hernandez said.
In total, Paradise City
features 13 vocalists and
5 band members. The live
show will be debuting October 19th-22nd at The
Josephine Theater. In addition to the live show, the
creators are releasing an
EP of selected tracks. The
project is well underway at
established local studio,
Zinc Media. All told it’s a
lot of people and moving
parts, requiring a sizeable
production budget.
The producers are
crowd-sourcing a portion

of that now via popular
platform, Indie gogo, and
also partnering with business sponsors.
Certainly the new show
will provide a fresh, energetic and interesting offering to patrons of both the
theater and live music
scene. More information
on the show, their
progress, fundraising efforts and business sponsorships can be found at
www.paradisecityrocks.co
m.

Goodbye Shelly
Shelly Cullinan Allen,
Action Magazine’s first
graphics artist and type
setter, has died in Oklahoma of a massive heart
attack at age 60.

alive, working for little or
nothing, but enamored
with the idea of producing
an outlaw publication that
printed material no other
local publication would
touch.
There was a little outlaw streak in Shelly as
well, and we all loved her
for it.
She would work when
we could pay her, and she
would work when we had
nothing to pay with.
“There are givers in this
old world,” said Action
Magazine editor-publisher
Sam Kindrick, “and there
are takers. Shelly was one
of the givers. She had that
sweet spirit that made her
a big winner from the beginning. She was loved
and she will be missed.”
“She was utterly fearless,”
said
Shelly’s
younger sister.”She was
afraid of nothing.”
The survivors we know
about include her husband Joe Allen, a brother,
Joe Cullinan, and sisters
Christina and Missy.

Hard Introspection
Singer, songwriter, and

Shelly
Born with enormous
talent, there wasn’t’ much
of anything artistic that
Shelly could not do.
She could paint, draw,
create wood sculptures,
and many other neat
things. She was a horse
woman and a country
singer.
Shelly came into the
Action Magazine picture in
the late 1970s when we
were struggling to stay

Action

columnist

Jim

Chesnut provides us with
some thought-provoking
insight as he undergoes

faces.
One is shown to
everyone.
One is shown to
loved ones.
One is shown only to
self.
In facing the reality of
cancer,
We go through stages
of grief.
We may linger in
some
Others may be quite
brief.
The last and longest
one, Acceptance
Comes only when
you can look
At the face you show
yourself.
It’s your Essence and
determines your outlook.
Essence, you see, is
what is left
When you peal costumes away
Like beards, hair
styles and things.
That tend to get in the
way
Of knowing your
Essence,
That something that
makes you tick.
That something that
gets you through
The treatments that
make you sick.

chemo therapy for his
mouth cancer.
His latest offering is a
bit of what we believe to
be a form of self-searching prose.
Chesnut calls this one
Essence, and it goes like
this:

Essence is who we
truly are.
Not the actors we try
to be.
Essence keeps us
growing
And knowing who we
are meant to be.

They say we have three

Long live Essence.
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Recipe for music success
We should celebrate
the number of young live
music performers emerging from their bedrooms
where they have been
learning to play and perhaps write music since
childhood. Our community
is enriched by their pres-

ence.
One such person is
Marcy Grace, a 2016
graduate of the University
of Incarnate Word music
industry studies program.
She sings, writes, plays
guitar and switches off to
drums at times. The young

lady is loaded with talent.
I’m going to go out on a
limb here and say that in
the present age, having
talent is not enough to
have a successful career
in music. In addition to talent, it takes vision, determination,
education,
favorable market conditions, and a whole lot of
luck.
Unlike in my Nashville
years, many of today’s
top performers are college graduates. For example, Tyler Hubbard
and Brian Kelley (Florida
Georgia Line) both graduated from the music
studies program at Belmont
University
in
Nashville as did Trisha
Yearwood and Larry
Stewart of Restless
Heart.
I pounded the streets of
music row from 1976 to
1981, a time when music
industry types poked fun
at college education.
Music was an organic
culture in those days in
which singers sang, writ-

ers wrote, publishers published and record companies made and promoted
records. Nearly all performers, writers and industry executives came
from rural backgrounds
with limited education.
Today is radically different. Today the performer
must know how to do all
those things listed above.
Major record labels often look for developing performers who
have already established
themselves as marketable
entities in a region or
known club circuit. Major
labels don’t make money
unless their hit acts can fill
a stadium. It takes a lot for
a performer to get to that
point.
Marcy Grace is doing
all of the right things to get
there at this point in her
life. She has a sense of
where she wants to go
and some idea of what it
takes to get there. As a
writer she is an observer,
a witness to lives being
lived around her. She recently stated, “As a young
22-year-old,
I
really
haven’t had a whole lot of
life experiences to write
from. So I’m usually writing about ideas I get from
listening to other people’s
stories . . .”
So, just where does
Marcy Grace’s music fit in
today’s music spectrum?
She recently stated, “I love

Marcy Grace
listening to a lot of genres.
I grew up around Tejano
and country. But as a 90s
baby, top-40 radio was
playing every genre, not
just pop.
“So some of my favorites are Alicia Keys,
Sheryl Crow, Jason Mraz,
Matchbox Twenty, Stevie
Ray Vaughan, Alanis
Morissette . . . I could go
on forever. I think that’s
why my music is not really
the norm and sometimes
is hard to classify into one
genre. A writer I really love
right now is Brandy Clark

[another Belmont University student], she’s written
for everybody. I love her
style of writing.”
Communicating with
young Marcy is like talking
to an old soul, someone
who has enough sense of
self to see a big picture.
For example, she recently
observed, “The industry is
definitely changing and
right now, we’re playing a
little bit of catch up.
“Streaming came in so
fast, that we just weren’t
ready for it. I don’t think
Continued on pg. 14
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COLD DRINKS AND A WARM
ATMOSPHERE IN SOUTH SAN ANTONIO.

Karaoke
Fridays & Saturdays
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Blasteroo
continued from pg 7
also offering all musicians
on the show special discount coupons for merchandise at his store.
We are expecting another monster crowd, and
Texas Pride’s giant covered patio is equipped to
handle the rush, with unlimited parking space in
front of the venue.
A special treat this year
will be Grammy winner
Augie Meyers appearing
with the storied West Side
Horns.
This group will include

bassist Jack Barber, who
worked with Meyers and
the late Doug Sahm in the
world famous Sir Douglas
Quintet.
Aside from his set with
the West Side Horns,
Meyers will be delivering
some of his original country material while acting
as one of the show emcees.
Johnny Bush, Darrell
McCall, and Kinky Friedman require no formal introductions.
Bush and McCall got
their start with Willie Nelson in country legend Ray
Price’s Cherokee Cowboys band, and it was

Johnny Bush who wrote
Nelson’s trademark opening song Whisky River,
along with a string of hits
that include songs like You
Gave Me a Mountain and
Jim, Jack, and Rose.
McCall is remembered
for hit songs like I’ll Break
Out Again Tonight and
Down the Road to
Daddy’s Dreams.
Kinky Friedman’s latest
brush with fame came
through a failed campaign
for governor, but the author/songwriter/humorist,
and musician has always
been a bell-ringing winner
in the entertainment business.

Action Magazine has
been honking Kinky’s horn
since the late 1970s, a
wild time on the Texas
music scene when the
Kinkster was fronting his
Texas Jew Boys Band and
delivering such outrageous numbers as They
Ain’t Makin’ Jews Like
Jesus Anymore and Asshole From El Paso.
Mona McCall will be
singing with husband Darrell, and for those of you
who have yet to hear
Canada born Mona, you
are in for a special experience. Ms. McCall can sing
like an angel. Patsy and
Bubba Brown (world

renown for their 1970s
and 1980s group Beaver
Creek} are returning for
this year’s show, as is the
incomparable Sylvia Kirk
(nobody sings like Sylvia)
and her guitarist/vocalist
son Matthew.
Claude Morgan, The
Toman Brothers, Dub
Robinson’s
Drugstore
Cowboys, will be in place
as always to make this
show a whopper success.
Claude’s Buckboard Boogie Boys once wowed audiences across Texas with
former members of the
Hank Williams Jr. band.
At Action’s 40 and 41st
anniversary shows we

couldn’t have done without Morgan, Robinson,
Randy and Russ Toman,
and Ron Knuth--singer,
songwriter,
recording
artist, and one of the
greatest fiddlers on the
planet. Ron was with the
Williams
band
that
meshed with Morgan.
Knuth will appear solo
on the upcoming show,
and you will also find him
playing behind Bush and
no telling who else.
New solo performers
for the 42nd anniversary
will be Heart of Texas
Records standout Justin
Trevino, a bass guitarist
Continued on pg. 14

BroadWay and looP 410
and
on Perrin BeiTel road
cloSed Monday
Tue, Wed, ur:
12:00pm - 10:00pm
Fri, Sat:
12:00pm - 12:00am
Sunday
1:00pm - 9:00pm

Ron Knuth

8503 Broadway St. Suite #107
(210)824-0188
10712 Perrin Beitel
New
Location
(210)375-9193
SATURDAY MORNINGS
9:OOAM - 10:00AM

Roy Holley
Host

830.426.9228

royholly@icloud.com
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Tex Pop
continued from pg 4
been open on only the
days we have a special
exhibit or concert show.”
Like Tex Pop visionary
Margaret Moser, Ruby
Garza can’t say enough
good things about Planet
K owner Kleinman.
“In 2001,” Ruby said,”
when I was just 19 years
old and after working for
Planet K for one year, I became severely ill and rapidly began to deteriorate,
eventually winding up in
the ICU near death, and in
a coma. When my mystery

Live Music Matters
continued from pg 12
anyone but the consumer
is benefiting from it, but reality is that we have to accept it and find a way to
utilize it best.
“I think there’s a lot of
opportunity still, but it’s in
finding different ways of
making it. Maybe it’s monetizing YouTube from having a huge following, or

Blasteroo
continued from pg 13
with a voice that is second
to none, and our “Secret
Weapon” for this year’s
show, Lacy Brinson, who
was featured on Action
Magazine’s June cover.
Action columnist and
former Nashville recording
artist Jim Chesnut delivered Brinson to our
doorstep with an article in
which he called her his favorite female singer of all
time. And that’s saying a
bunch, for Chesnut has
worked with Sami Smith,
his all-time favorite before
he heard and met Brinson.
Shades of Loretta Lynn
and other female legends,
but Lacy is no copy girl.
She writes her own brand
of country music and delivers it with a unique style
which is all hers.
The page-one headline
on Lacy’s cover piece
read:
Hear this one sing and
you will believe!

illness was finally diagnosed, my family and I
were shocked to learn I
had Stage 4 NonHodgkins Lymphoma. I
underwent a medical
leave of absence while
battling the cancer and
started
grueling
chemotherapy treatments.
I began to slowly recover
and after all doctors, hospitals, needles, and meds,
I was eager to get back to
work. Mike, obviously concerned for my health, was
very reluctant to let me
back so soon. But I was
over being a cancer patient and losing my hair,
going thru chemo, I

needed to occupy my
mind and be around
friends again. So I wasn't
about to take no for an answer!
When she was cancerfree, Ruby said she
begged Kleinman to let
her go back to work.
“I begged him,” she
said, “but he was afraid I
hadn’t rested enough. He
finally told me to come
back to work and do nothing but wave hi to the customers while sitting on my
rear. He’s been that way
with Margaret, too, getting
her anything she needed.
He is a wonderful employer and a wonderful

person.”
Ruby is excited about
upcoming Tex Pop and
Planet K events.
“Tex Pop will be hosting
a Dia De Los Muertos
altar building workshop for
kids on Sunday October 8
and 15 from 1 p.m. to 4
p.m. Then a gallery opening for the kids and their
parents, displaying all their
altars and ours in our personal collection on Sunday Oct. 22 from 2 p.m. til
5 p.m.,” Ruby said.
“On Nov. 2,” she went
on, “we team up with
Planet K for their annual
Dia De Los Muertos fire-

works celebration held at
Woodlawn Lake. Every
year we do a classic car
parade starting from the
Tex Pop/Planet K parking
lot to Woodlawn lake.”
Ruby said while the
classic cars are arriving
for the procession to
Woodlawn Lake, the Tex
Pop doors will be open
with music and food.
“We will also have a
booth set up at the Woodlawn event along with all
the other Planet K charities,” Ruby said. “There will
be vendors, craft booths,
face painters, and food
trucks. The fireworks cele-

bration is amazing with
tens of thousands in attendance every year. I am
very proud of this event,
and being Hispanic, this
cultural tradition is big for
me and my family on a
personal level.”
The new Tex Pop director said she has had to
deal with some close
losses.
‘I am sure many of us
have
suffered
these
losses,” she said, “so what
better way for us to come
together as a community
than to rejoice in all those
lives of loved ones who
have passed?”

maybe using Facebook
Live to have an acoustic
concert with a virtual tip
jar.
“There are people
doing it and are building a
career just by doing those
things. The sky’s the limit;
it’s just about finding what
works for you.”
“Monetizing YouTube?”
How many performers
think like that?
Maybe her thinking is a result of her education at

UIW. According to James
Waller, Assistant Professor of Music and Coordinator, Music Industry
Studies at UIW, the music
industry studies program
began about 1990.
According to the UIW
Website, it covers a wide
range of career studies including those of the
“recording engineer, entertainment attorney, publisher, songwriter, record
producer, personal man-

ager, record label executive, music editor, film
composer, concert promoter, talent agent, studio
owner, professional musician, arranger, musical director, and recording
artist.”
I gotta tell you that it
took me years to acquire
useful knowledge in some
if not most of those areas,
and I’m nowhere near finished. The UIW program is

an invaluable asset to our
community in preparing
live music performers for
the real world.
I asked Marcy Grace
about her favorite courses,
and she replied, “I loved
learning about the industry; entertainment law was
very interesting. I liked advertisement, music theory,
management, even accounting. I’m a numbers
person so those naturally

appeal to me.”
I wish I could predict
whether or not Marcy
Grace will “make it” to the
national scene. I cannot,
but I definitely can say she
is qualified, and there will
be some of her contemporaries who are less qualified that may scoot by her
in the race to the top.
But, if I were a betting
man, I wouldn’t bet
against Marcy Grace!

She will deliver her set
on the upcoming show
with nothing but an
acoustic guitar. You will believe it when you hear her.
If her set at Texas Pride
follows the norm, expect
the audience to fall
deathly silent when she
launches into her first
song.
As Lacy joins Sylvia
Kirk on the anniversary
show, we will be projecting
two of the greatest female
voices on the Texas music
scene. San Antonio and
South Texas is already familiar with the incomparable Sylvia
While the versatile
Toman Brothers may rock
the countryside with both
classic and contemporary
rock-and-roll, the show’s
high-energy versatility will
be further spotlighted by
blues twins Jimmy Spacek
and Ruben V.
Ruben and Jimmy are
two of the hottest blues
guitar slingers this side of
Memphis, and don’t be
surprised to find them

both working in tandem on
the Action Magazine anniversary show.
Both of these guys
have appeared on numerous Action covers through
the years, and they are as
close as brothers.
Also for the first time on
an Action anniversary
show will be none other
than Ray Sczepanik,
leader of the legendary
Texas Top Hands band.
Ray’s appearance is fitting, for his old Texas Top
Hands tour bus is the focal
point of the concert’s primary purpose--to raise
money for a musicians
benevolent fund.
When the bus is finally
restored completely, plans
are to use it as a promotional tool for the benevolent fund, a non-profit
which will raise money for
special musician cases,
covering everything from
medical to funeral expenses.
Said Texas Pride owner
Tony Talanco:
“We have started the

bus restoration process .
The engine, transmission,
gas tank and radiator have
been removed and will be
rebuilt and reinstalled. It's
very exciting knowing the
old bus that was such a
big part of Texas music
history over the last 70
years will be saved from
its almost demise in an
Austin parking lot where
drunks were knocking
windows out and it was
used to store junk
“We plan on using the old
bus as a vehicle to generate interest in the South
Texas musicians Benevolent fund to help down and
out musicians with medical expenses. The Texas
Tophands
Historical
Preservation Fund will
oversee the bus and with
the help of the likes of
Johnny Bush, Augie Meyers, and Sam Kindrick,
funds collected will be administered to worthy musicians in need .
Opening the 42nd anniversary show will, once
again, be veteran band

leader George Chambers,
whose Country Gentlemen Band was once Willie
Nelson’s backup group.
“I love this promotion,”
Chambers said. “It’s really
a showcase for some of
the best musical talent
around, and I want to
open every single one of
these shows if I can. And
by going on first there is
still time for me to come
back and sit in with some
of my friends.”
All of the musicians
who worked our first two
anniversary shows will be
happy to hear that this
year’s benefit will include a
new Peavey sound system furnished by MoMar
Music.
MoMar Music owner
and president Mike Marks
is furnishing the new
sound gear and a staff
that will also handle stage
management.
“I will be running the
sound,” Marks said. “We
are striving for something
really special, and I believe we have the people

necessary for creating a
great musical experience.”
Said Talanco:
“This is a great event,
and I believe that Mike
Marks and MoMar Music
will take us on to an even
higher level of excellence.
It will be a case of a great
event becoming a super
event.”
The closer for this
year’s anniversary blowout
will be the legendary
Johnny Bush, my longtime
friend and one of the
greatest tenor vocalists
and country music songwriters who ever mounted
a stage. He will go on
around 8 p.m. and play as
long as he wants to play.
True Texas music
lovers won’t want to miss
this one. It is a concert
with both heart and soul.
And almost every single
musician on the anniversary blowout stage has
been featured on the Action cover over the past 42
years.
This is my way of saying thanks.
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Come check out
the world’s most unique barbecue joint
and entertainment venue
Party season is back at

Texas Pride
Barbecue
Thursday Bike Night
6pm
Live Classic Rock

Friday night 6pm — Live Country dance
Saturday Free — conerts and dances

Now serving spicy fish strips, fried chicken tenders
and chicken fried steaks on Fridays
All new padded chairs and bar seating
Come check out our giant video screens
with sports and music videos
Longnecks by the bucket,
full bar, and daily drink specials

Bring the kids We are family friendly
See our giant Rainbo playground and game arcade
Phone: 210-649-3730
Address: 2980 E. Loop 1604 near Adkins

Anhalt Hall
2390 Anhalt Rd., Spring Branch, TX 78070
830-438-2873

CLUB OWNERS
MAKE MORE
MONEY $$$
Reduce Credit Card Expenses

September 16th
Jody Nix
8-12pm
OKTOBERFEST
October 21st
Justin Trevino
Ennis Czech Boys
12-10pm
revino
Justin T
From San Antonio: Take Hwy 281 N to Hwy 46, Turn Left,
4 miles to Anhalt Rd. & See Signs
For more info go to

ANHALTHALL.COM

GET A MINI BANK (ATM) IN
YOUR CLUB AT NO
EXPENSE TO YOU!
We provide ATM’s for
festivals and other events

• INTERNET JUKE BOXES
• VALLEY POOL TABLES
• ELECTRONIC DARTS
• VIDEO GAMES

BROADWAY AMUSEMENTS
BROADWAY JOE GONZALES
210-344-9672

www.broadwayamusements.com
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